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By Cindy Miles

Tka Distribution, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. From Cindy Miles, bestselling new adult author of STUPID GIRL,
comes the next installment of her blockbuster Stupid in Love series - STUPID BOY. Brax Jenkins and
Olivia Beaumont are the most envied couple at Winston University-but the so-called virginity dare,
orchestrated by Brax s old fraternity, almost tore them apart. Now, a new dare is taking shape, and
it s sure to set emotions ablaze-more than ever before. Winston s It Girl Harper Belle isn t just
president of the Deltas-she s also a master at keeping her ugly past a secret. So, when the Kappas
dare hits closer to home for her more than anyone realizes, she devises a competition of her own as
payback. Three sorority sisters will seek out a notorious womanizer on campus and-unbeknownst
their mark -secretly train him to be the perfect boyfriend. Always up for a challenge, Harper targets
the biggest player she can find: Brax s wickedly handsome foster brother Kane McCarthy. But,
Harper discovers there s much more to Kane than girls, games, and partying. His easy smile belies
the quiet, old...
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Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johna thon Moor e-- Johna thon Moor e

This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell-- Austin O 'Connell
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